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CHAPTER

I

INI'RODUCTION AND BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM

I.

LITERATUllli REVIEW

Garrunaridean systematics in general and tJ1at of the eastern
Pacific fmma in particular owe mud1 to the works of J. L. Ba111ard
whid1 provide a sound basis for the study of these amphipod.s.

His

published papers have dealt wi t11 the gammarideans of Bah:fa de San
Quintin (1962, 1964), Newport Bay (1959), Morro Bay (1952, 1867), and
Monteny Bay (1966); these studies offer variou.c; opportunities for
· compa:rison to Tomales Bay.

Scm Quint:ln Bay, Morro Bay, and Tomales Bay are relatively
unpolluted cmcl have simila:.r physical maracteristics.

Monterey Bay is

a deeper, more open bay, and Newport Bay has undergone considerable
modification by man.
1here are comparatively few studies t11at relate physical
factors to the distribution of gammarideans.

Enequist (1950) made a

start in this direction; however, the species in his study were
different from t11ose dealt with in this paper.
be made o.nly at the generic or family level.

11ms, comparisons can
Mills (1967), observing

a sibling pair in J\mpelisca, provided a more detailed study of the
biology of tllese gammarideans.

Other workers had speculated upon the

effects of various environmental factors upon these animals, but few
concrete data are currently available.

2

II.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

The purpose of this study is to describe the sediment-dwelling,
infaunal gc;unmaridean amphipods of Tomales Bay and to relate their
distribution to knmvn variations in the physical environment.

Also,

!

ti1e Tomales Bay amphipod fau11a is compared to the faunas of

0~1er

West Coast bays.
III.

PifYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF TOMALES BAY

The mouth of Tomales Bay is located at the southeast end of
Bodega Bay in the western part of Marin Cou11ty, California, beu,.reen

is 12. 6 miles long, ranges in width from 0. 4 miles to 1. 5 miles at
mean 1o\,rer lm'f water, and has an area of 11 square miles.
tl1e greatest depth is 61 feet, the

ave1~age

depth is approximately 12

feet, and the voltnne has been estimated at 4 X 10
wyler, 1966; Johnson, 1961).

Although

9

cubic feet -(Daet··

The tides are of the mixed semi-daily

type and are the principal cause of currents ·within the bay (Johnson,
1961).
(9 X 10

Since most of the fresh water draining into Tomales Bay
9

cubic feet annually--JoJmson, 1961), occurs during the winter

months (P .M.S. 1968), Tomales Bay ccumot be regarded as a typical
estuary.
Salinity stratification is not extensive and occurs only
during the rainy season in
P.M.S., 1968).

~1e

mid- and upper-bay Q)aettvyler, 1966;

The swrur.er salinities (P.M.S., 1968) range from

19.71° /oo to 34.60° /oo near the bay head, which is more variable than

3

the mouth.

The lower bay salinities approximate that of the sea

(33.97-33.64°/oo), while in the upper bay evaporation may cause
higher readings than near the mouth (Jolmson, 1961; P.M. S., 1968) .
Winter salinity values near the bay head vary from 3. 88° /oo to
25.94°/0o 1 while during the same season, the values near the mouth
vary from 31.98° /oo to 33.63° /oo (P.M. S., 1968).
The bay temperatures increase and become more strongly diurnal
as the head of the bay is approached.

1his parallels climatic

variation for the area (Johnson, 1961; P.M.S., 1968).
Daetwyler (1966) discussed the bottom sediment, and from this
p;1per the following ge;neral statements can be drawn.

From slightly

soutlJ 'Of Pslican Point toward the mouth, sands predominate, while tlle
area of Walker CTeek to the bay head shows a reduction of sediment
. grain size resulting in bottoms of clays and silts.

Local variations

occur, wuch as gravels mixed with sands, in portions of the cham1el
bed (Figure 1).
IV.

PRbviOUS TOMALES BAY WORK

Reference is made to the Tomales Bay-Dillon Bead1 locale in'
Ricketts and Calvin (1962) and Light, et al (1964).

111e establishment

of the Pacific Marine Station in 1947 made the Tomales Bay region more
accessible not only to students but to research workers as well.
Pacific Marine Station is currently engaged in a long-tenn study of
Tomales Bay.

This includes compilation of species lists, studies on

connmmi ty structure, and measurements of physical variables in and

!
I

A

l

N
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near the bay.

As Tomales Bay Tepresents a body of relatively

W1polluted water, studies on water quality control are being carried
out.
V.

JviETHODS

In cmmection with this long-term bay study, collections were
made under the supervision of Ralph G. Johnson of the University of
Chicago during the stmrrners of 1957-58-59.

The White Gulch area

(Figure 1) received the most intensive sampling; 57 samples were ta1cen
in 1957, 140 in 1958, and 18 in 1959.

The bay at large received the

. greatest attention in 1959 with 71 sm11ples being taken; in addition,
21 samples v1ere taken in 1957.

Figure 2 shcMs the location of the

1959 se:cies ~>·Jhich is important for many observations made in this

paper .. The samples were taken with a 0.1 m2 van Veen grab from the
Pacific Marine Station boat Bios Pacifi'ca.

The volwne of the sample,

its temperature, and its seclimen t characteristics were recorded and a
sediment aliquot was taken for particle size analysis.

TI1e samples

were then washed through a plastic window screen with a mesh size of
1. 5

TIID1

and preserved in 4 per cent formalin.

TI1e samples were later

sorted and transferred to either 4 per cent fonnalin or 70 per cent
glycerin- alcohol.
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i
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CHAPTER II
SYSTEMATIC STh1MARY
I.

INTRODUCTION

'I11e follmving section stunrnarizes the observations made upon tl1e
species noted during this study.

As no revisionary work is tmdertaken,

each synonymy is restricted to reasonably available papers.

Because

of the small number of publications, in many cases complete synonymies
are represented.

The general distribution of ead1 species is given

as well as systematic notes on the corrnnon or more important species.
A key to the local families has been prepared and, although
regional in application, it should allow anyone interested to determine
the correct family.

Once the family level is read1ed, good keys are

available for many of the genera and species.

Ban1ard's forthcoming

monograph of the Gammaridea will contain family and generic keys for
marine forms on a worldlvide basis.
II•

KEY TO THE FAMILIES

The following family key and all other keys in this paper are
based upon the material examined for this study.

Due to the large

collection, the key is probably sufficient for· tJ1e identification of
most sublittoral garrnnarideans encotm.tered in Tomales Bay.

Any key to

the ganmnrideans must be used witJ1 caution as any given statement or
character rarely fits all members, partintlarly at tl1e family level.

8

Terminology in this key follows tl1at used by Barnard in his key to the
Gmmnaridea in Light's Manual (1964).

i
~

Key to the

!

Fm.~_lies o~ Gcn!:.l_nari~~E:__of ~e

!

To_~~lcs.J_)ay J3:~&.~~n

1.

2(1).

3(1).

Pereopod five shorter than pereopod four
and of a different structure . .

2

Pereopod five longer or equal to four
a11d of a similar structure . . . . . . .

3

II

Antenna one accessory flagellum absent;
head lacking an overhanging rostrum;
cuticular eye lenses present . . . . . .

AMPELISCIDAE

.Antenna one accessory flagellum welldeveloped and multiarticulate; head
with well-developed, overhanging
rostrum; no cuticular eye lense . . . .

PHOXOCEPHALIDAE

TeJ.son ent:i.1'e, short, usually fleshy;
coxa four not excavate posteriorly . .
Telson usually deeply cleft; coxa four
excavate posteriorly . . .

I
I
I
I

4
9

l1

I
i~
ii

4(3).

5(4).

6 (4).

Urosome visibly depressed.

5

Urosome not visibly depressed.

6

Second urosomal segment subequal to
first; pereopods often glandular . · .

COROPI-II IDAE

First urosomal segment more thm1 tw·ice
as long or often longer thEm second;
pereopocls not glandular . . . . . . .

PODOCERIDAE

Lower lip with Mterior lobes notched
or medially excavate; uropocl three
rami long to very short, quadrate
and blunt; uropod three outer ramus
armed 1·1i th one or two stout hooks. . .

.AJ'.1P ITHOIDAE

Lower lip not notd1ed, uropod three
rami various sizes, shapes with or
without hooks, uncini or denticles
on rc111Li

7

!

9

7 (6).

8(7).

9 (3).

Uropocl tluee rami shorter than pecltmcle,
styliform in shape; outer ramus
lmcinate (with hooked tip or hooked
spine at tip or minute denticles) . . . . . . .

I SCHYROCETUDAE

Uropod iJ1ree rami (or at least one
ramus) as long or longeT than
pedtmcle; rami not tmcinate . . . .

8

Gnathopod one larger than gnathopod uvo .

AORIDAE

Gnathopod tlvo as large or larger
than gnathopod one . . . . . .

ISAEIDAE

Mandibular molar well- developed,
tri turati ve . . . . . . . . . . .

GAMMARIDAE

Mandibular molar poorly developed,
nontri turati ve . . . . . . . . . .

LILJEBORGI IDAE

III.

FAMILY AMPELISCIDAE

.Ampe1isca, the largest genus of the

Ampeliscida~r::_,

most important worldwide gammaridean genera.
antenn~l

antennae.

is one of the

Most species feed by

filtration or by scraping detritus from the bottom with iJ1e
The ttlbes in which they l.ive are composed of sediment gTains

cemented together with secretions from the pereopods (Enequist, 1950).
These tubes are found on or protruding through the bottom surface.
'!he group is usually associated with marjne con(li tions.
Key to the Tomales Bay
1.

Ar~pelisca

Article three of pereopod five longer
than article four . . , . . . . . . .

milleri

Article three of pereopod five shorter
than article four . . . , , . , , . . ,

2

10
2(1).

3(2).

Pleonal epimeron three, lower posterior
corner produced into a strong tooth . . .
Pleonal epimeron tJnee, lower posterior
corner rounded or quadrate, not produced.
Produced posteroventral corner of
article four, pereopod five not reaching
to middle of article five; rami of
uropod one sub-equal to peduncle .
Produced posterior-ventral comer
of article four, pereopod five
read1ing to at least middle of
article five; rami of uropod one
longer than peduncle . . . • . . . . . . . . . .

cristata
3

1obata

compressa
Tverar--

Ampelisca cristata Holmes>_ 19q_!?_(Figures 3-4)
AI:npe1isca cristata Hollfles 1908, pp. 507-508, Fig. 16-17. Barnard,
pp.- 26-.:z~_r,--pls. 17-18; 1954b, pp. 3-4, pl. 1, ;Figs. a-g; 1959,
p. 18; 1964a, p. 21.3; 1966a, p. 15; 1966b, p. 52; 1967a, p. 14;
1967b' p. 4.

1954a,

~!.~~~~~-~~-!.:

1-·S'iAA, 1--57C, 1-57-·D, 1-57-E, 1-57-1, 1-57-2,

1-57-3, 1-sj-4, 1-57-s, 1-57-6, 1-57-7, 1-57-8, 1-57-9, 1-57-10,
1-57-11, 1-57-12, 1-57-13, 1-57-14, 1-57-15, 1-57-16, 1-57-19,
1-57-21, 1-57-22, 1-57-28, 1-57-34, 1-57-35, 1-57-41, 1~57-43,
1-57-44, 1-57-46, 1-57-49, 1-57-50. 3-57-5, 3-57-14, 3-57-15,
3-57-18, 3-57-37. 1-58-1, 1-58-6, 1-58-7, 1-58-8, 1-58-9,
1-58-10, 1-58~11, 1-58-12, 1-58-13, 1-58-14, 1-58-15, 1-58-17,
1-58-18, 1-58-19, 1-58-20, 1-58-21, 1-58-22, 1-58-23, 1-58-24,
l-S8i25, 1-58-26, 1-58-27, 1-58-28, 1-58-29, 1-58-31, 1-58-32,
1-58-34, 1-58-35, 1-58-36, 1-58-37, 1-58-39, 1-58-40, 1-58-41,
1-58-42, 1-58-43, 1-58-44, 1-58-45, 1-58-47, 1-58-48, 1-58-49,
1-58-50, 1-58-51, 1-58-53, 1-58-54, 1-58-55, 1-58-56, 1-58-57,
1-58-58, 1-58-60, 1-58-62, 1-58-63, 1-58-64, 1-58-65, 1-58-66,
1-58-68, 1-58-69, 1-58-70, 1-58-72, 1-58-73, 1-58-74, 1-58-75,
1-58-77, 1-58-82, 1-58-84, 1-58-85, 1-58-86, 1-58-99, 1-58-101,
1-58-103, 1-58-104, 1~58-lOS, 1-58-106, 1-58-107, 1-58-108, 1-58-109,
1-58-110, 1-58-111~ 1-58-112, 1-58-112, 1-58-113, 1-58-114, 1-58-115,
1-58-116, 1-58-113, 1-58-119, 1-58-121, 1-58-122, 1-58-123, 1-53-124,

ij

I

I
II
!

I

I
ij

11
1-58-125, 1-58-126, 1-58-127, 1-58-128, 1-58-129, 1-58-130, 1-58-131,
1-58-132, 1-58-134, 1-58-136, 1-58-138, 1-58-139, 1-58-140, 1-58-BOA, ·
1-58-BlA.

1-59-8, 1-59-10, 1-59-11, 1-59-12, 2-59-13, 2-59-14,

2-59-15, 2-59-16, 2-59-17, 2-59-20, Z-59-21) 2-59-24, 2-59-26, 2-59-31,
2-59-38, 2-59-45, 2-59-46, 2-59-47, 2-59-50, 2-59-51, 2-59-53, 2-59-57,
2-59-58, 2-59-70.
Distribution.

Eastern Pacific from Tomales Bay to La Plata,

Equador, 6-152m; Caribbean off Venezuela and Colombia, 9-42m.
Discussion.

The tomales Bay material agrees closely with the

figures of Barnard (1954-a) and Holmes (1908); however, several differences are noted.

Article five of pereopod five is not narrowed

dorsally as illustrated by Barnard (1954); the dorsal edge of article
five closely fits the arched ventral edge of article four (Figure 3).
The posterior edge of article five widens ventrally and the distal
corneT is produced into a round lobe whicll overlaps article six
medially by one-third of its length.
its ventral margin.

Several spines are carried on

Article six is attached to the lateral surface

(Figure 3) of article five owing to the e:Arpansion of anterior and
posterior ventral con1ers .

Article five of pereopod one has its

posterovent.ra.l comer weakly expanded so that the posterior edges of
articles five and six are not continuous (Figure 4).

1he crest of

pleon segment four is variable within the limits noted by Barnard
(1954a); however, one specimen shows an tmusual variation as
illustrated in Figure 4.

The outer ramus of uropod three of this

9 rnm, j;nmature female is slightly shorter than the inner; usually
these rami are equal in the t}1)ical foTm.

111is individual does not

I

I

I
I
~

i

I

I
I!

\]I

.CJ

c

0

Pi gure 3 o A~np el -:i. sc8. c:d. Btr;~.tr:\? tvn1J.ve rrli ll ime t er,
ovigen.JuG fc:~1sJ.e1 A·:-"'IaTEi:al-~:v:T£i-·?i:"Ji()'acJ. and a:ntennal
peduncles; Be Pereopod five; c. Third pleonal epimeron;
D. 'I'elrJo:n; I:., Pleon seg:nc~nt :!::'our; Yo H;:i.no mi1J.j.:neterr
i;::;matu:re feuale; Jlleon scg,r:Jent fcrur.

Figure 4~ Ampclj. Be: a cris t2.ta, tv;el ve mill :i.r:wte:r,
i cl.....?' <> ·J""·o11r +l-.1-c'ou.uJ''
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v
.
(,)
seven; B. Uropod thr-ee; C. J?c:cecpod. fi\re 9 detail of
articles five and £Jix separated.
,J.
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~

•

..... ~,

tJ~~

~.:J

.

··~

.1,
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differ otherwise and occurs with several 11011nal individuals of A.
cristata.
variation.

For the present, this specimen is regarded as an extreme
TI1e lateral edges of the telson are less ratmd, giving it

a narrmved appearance.

The general appearance of pleonal epimeron

three is similar to Barnard's figure but does not have a tooth at the
posteroventral comer.

The posteroventral cor11er of the present

specimen is slightly produced and rollil.d.ed.
Mills (1963) called attention to the similarity of A. milleri
and the newly recognized A. vadormn Mills of the East Coast of the
United States.

Both species are unusual in their respective regions

in that article three of pereopod five is longer than article four.
The

~_0.peli~~£!:.

species of the eastern Pacific and the Caribbean share

in common a sma11 article three on pereopod five.

Pereopod five was

considered by Bc:nnard (1960) to be a strong indicator of group relationships within the genus.
seems

Therefore, except for A.

6_. miller'i

ts:> have its closest morphological ties to tlie faunas of western

Africa and the northeast Atlantic.
three.

~~~orum,

These species share a long article

Although substantial differences do occur in the Tomales Bay

material as compared to southern California specimens, more material
should be examined befoTe naming the local fonn.
One sample contains two tubes in which are found specimens of
A. milleri.

As no mention hatl been made of such tubes for this species

in previous literature, the following description is given.

The

flattened tubes are 10 nun in length and 1 mn at thei:c widest point.
111e overall shape is fwms 1-like with the upper part rmmded or

15
purse-shaped (Figure 5).

The top has a smooth slit that closes under

its own -p-ressure when released.

The narrow part or lower 3 to 4 mm of

tJw tube is fibrous and composed of the spinning secretion for which
this group is noted.

The threads appear to function for attachment to

some surface or object.

The wider portion of the tube is composed of

mucous material holding fine, silt-sized particles.

No smaller

secondary opening is seen as was found in the case-like tubes of
Ampelisc~

excavata (previous research) .

Ampelisca

-~obata

Holmes, 1908

Arnpelisca lobata. Holmes, 1908, pp. 517-518, Fig. 25. --Shoemaker, 1921,
p:-=99;--1.941~ p. }87; 1942, p. 7. --Ban1aTd, 1954a, pp. 11-14, pls. 5-6;
1954b, p. 2; 1964a, p. 214; 1966a, p. 15, Fig. 2a; 1966b, p. 53; 1967b,
p. 7.
~peli~_s:_a._ -~E~~~~~ul_~~ta

. MateriaL

Stout, 1913, pp. 639-640 .

1-.57-39.

Distribution.

Eastern Pacific from Tomales Bay to Lobos de

Afueras Islands, Peru, and the Galapagos Islands, 0-183m; off Colombia,
An1ba, and Barbados, 9-70m.
One poorly preserved specimen is present from a

Discussion.
White Gulch sample.

An_pe_l~~ca <:~!:f].)Te_s sa H9lms , l~Q-~
Alnp_r::l_~~_s:a_s:onpres,:?..~Holmes,

1905, pp. 480--482, Fig. l. --Kunkel, 1918,
p. 66. --Baroard, 1960, pp. 31-32; 1964a, p. 213; 1964b, p. 101, d1art
4; 1966a, p. 52; 196 7b, p. 4.

Ampelisca vera Barnard, 1954a, pp. 23-26, pls. 14-16; 1954b, p. 3,

pl-:-1-,FTgs. K-1.
Material.

1-59-10.

I
I
~

I

I
~

i

Ji'i.gu:r·e 5
Ampeli;:Jca rniJ.J.e:ci 9 five and on:;-~hal.f
a:lll i mote r ovi gr; rou~i~·i·?_t;:;;::~fct;'" 1\":~~~-·nc~~;:d r-:md p e dune?: !.l of
&

antennn one; B. Pereopod ~ive;
cron; Co Sand and fiber tube.

c.

Third pleonal epin-

17
Distribution.

Western Atla11tic; Caribbean.; Pacific from Pan.ama

to Puget SoLmd, 1- 266m.
Dis a1ssion.

While this species was the dominan.t

Ampe~isca

in

Bah:la de San Quintin (BamaTd, 1964a) , it is found in only one sample
from liJhite Guld1.

l

Ampelisca milleri Ban1ard, 1954 (Figure 5)
~J2elisca ~i_~~ri_

Barnard, 1954a, pp. 9-11, pls. 3-4--Jones, 1961,
pp. 253-254,-··Barnard, 1964-a, p. 215; 1966a, p. 16; 1966b, p. 54;
1967b, p. 7.
Ma!_~!ia~_.

1-58-86,2-59-2, 2-59-'1, 2-59-10,2-59-11,2-59-1.3,

2-59-21, 2-59-24, 2-59-26, 2-59-31, 2-59-32, 2-59-34, 2-59-47,
2~59-51,

2-59-70.

Distribution.

Eastern Pacific from Tomales Bay to Ecuador a11d.

the Galapagos Islands, 0-187m.
Discussion.
~e~isca

A.

mill~ri_

is the second most ablmda11t species of

found in this survey.

species and A.

cristat~

The difference in size beuveen this

is striking.

The total length of -6_. milleri

ranges from 3~ m to 7~2 mm witJ1 a11 average of 4.4 illm. while -6_. cri~ta!_~
averages 8.1 mm a11d ra11ges from 4 1run to 12 nun.
used for figures in botJ1 species.

Ovigerous females are

The ovigerous female described by

Barnard (1954a) from SoutJ1e111 California was slightly larger--six mm.
No males of A. milleri have been found in either present or past
research.
Several differences are fomd between the Tomales Bay material
and Barnanl 's figures (19 54 a) .

I
i
I

Article six of pereopod three is not

longer than article five and has fewer spines (Figure 5) .

Pereopod

five (Figu1·e 5) confonns to Barnard's desaiption but varies from his

I
~

I!
f
f,

i
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figure for that appendage.

The ventral edge of article three is not

straight but somewhat convex.

Article four is mud1 more narrow thm.1

article three rather than equal in width.

The anteroventral con1er of

article four is slightly produced, whereas the posteroventral con1er
of article five is not produced but appears to be straight.
IV.

FAMILY PHOXOCEPHALIDAE

Species of this genus are quite widespread and abundant.
~p~isca

in certain waters

faraph~;x.us

are found in both

worldwide basis, their ablmda:nce exceeded
(Barnard, 1959b, 1966a).

The species of

On a

marine and estuaT:i.al environments although no species is restricted to
the estu::olrine conditions.

These species show, in many cases, extreme

phenotypic responses to varying environmental conditions (Barnard,
1960b); as a group, they have presented the most difficult taxonomic
problems among gmmnarid genera (Barnard, 1966a) .

1.

2(1).

3(2).

Rostrwn tapering . . . . . .

2

Rostrum narrowed abruptly in front of eyes

4

Epistome produced, article four of
maxi11ipec1al palp with spine . . .

co gnat~~

Epistome tn1produced, rounded or
conical, maxillipedal palp article
four without spine . . . . . . .

3

Head long, inner ramus of uropocl
three (female) more tha11 tlnee-fourths
as long as outer . . . . . . . . . . .

obtusidens

i

I

'I
I
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Head short, irmer ramus of uropod
three (female) three-fourths length
of outer or shorter . . . . . . . . .
4(1).

Epistome produced, pereopod three,
article four stouter than five

.

. .. ..
"

Epistome not produced, pereopod
three, article four not as stout
as article five . . , . . . . .

triclentatus

Paraphoxus cognatus Barnard, 1960
Paraphoxus cognatus Ban1ard, 1960b, pp. 233-235, pl. 24, Figs. A-X.
Material.

2-59-62. / ·

Distribution.
of San Pedro

Basin~

!2iscussion_.

Pelagic, near Santa Cata.lina Island, east slope
and moutl1 of Tomales Bay.
Bamard recognized this species from a single

specimen col1ected near the mouth of Tomales Bay (personal comnunication, Figure 2), which suggests that it may have been a stray from
the more open Bodega Bay.
Paraphoxus

ob~usidens

Alderman,

1~3~

(Figure 6)

Pontharpinia obtusidens Alderman, 1936, pp. 54-56, Figs. 1-13, 19.-Hewatl--;-1946-, ----p.--199 . --Ba1nard, 19 54 , p . 4 .
Paraphoxus obtusidens.--Barnard, 1958, p. 147; 1960, pp. 249-259, pl.
33-37il963;p-:--244; 1964, p. 105, d1art 6; 1966a, p. 29; 1966b, p. 89.
MateriaL

2-59-37.

Distribution.
Discussion.

Kurile Islands to Colombia, 0-180m.
Paraphoxus obtusidens is one of the most commonly

recognized species of

Parapho~us

in Tomales Bay.

specimens was identified by Barnard as
obtusj dens.

~· ~pinOS}lS

A suite of these
rather than P.

It is difficult to reconcile the specimens at hand ·with

/

----------

----------------~-----~---

0

\_

__

.

c.

Pigure 6. I'arauho>:uD o htu~3j. dc~nr; 9 ovigeroun fe:nal e;
Head and rostrum; do:cr:;nl VJ.ev:; ':L 'l'hird pleona1 epim~·
cron; c. Uropod throe; D. Pereopod five; E. Pereopod
A.

three; F.

....-.;"<,>•~~~...._.. .....

Uropod two.

•

,>.••••"""~''""-n'r-''

.•..,...,.,

""f'·-."'• "'•"'·'"""""""'"'. ~'«'•'''-~0>4<0>''"''"
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the specific characters of P . .:P.il_?-_2_:!_us_.

TI1e principal difference is a

slightly shortened rostrwn for ~· 3?l!.!:9..~Us.

'I'Ivo specimens from a

sample near the mouth of Tomales Bay (Figure 2) are definitely
obtu:?_~~d~~-'

thus resolving this problem.

f.

A careful study between these

two specimens and the questioned material indicates that those specimens identified as P.

ob~ustde~~

does not appear in Tomales Bay proper.

A discussion of the other distinguishing characters between these two
species is given under 1::_. ;;pinosus.
The t1vo specimens of 1::_.

obtusi~<_::!ls

have a combination of

characters from several :forms of this species.

These various forms,

one
of Vi'hich was given subspecific rank by Barnard (1960b), appear to
'
.

be ecophenotypes.

The development of morphological types in response

to variations in the environment was considered by Barnard (1960b).
The most striking characters of the present material resemble those of
.P.

Q~_tusidm~~

major.

Article three of pereopod three is broader than

article four as shown in Figure 6.

Articles four and five of pereopod

three are quite broad with respect to article six.

111e posteroventral

comer of pleonal epimeron three is more uptun1ed and so approaches
the Bah:la de San Quintin form of P. obtusicle~s (Ban1arcl, 1960b).
Barnard considered this trptumed condition to be a developmental
response to a bay envim.oment.

The slender spines of uropod two,

1vhid1 are almost setae, the broad article ilvo of pereopod five with
its smooth ventral edge, and the condition of the third pleonal
epimeron are all similar to Barnard's type A (1960b).

TI1e Tomales Bay

specimens differ from type A in having no setae on the lower edge of

22
article two of pereopod five.

'These tlvo specimens may represent

d1aracter combinations related to northern latitudes in which P.
QQtlJSidens_ major may represent terminal growth stages.

The possibility

i
I

of this subspecies being a growth stage was mentioned by Barnard

I

(1960b).

I
.I

P~raphox~

Holm~!_~03_

spinosus

(Figures 7-8)

Pa:raphoxus spinosus Holmes, 1903, p. 276; 1905, pp. 477-476, Fig. 12.
-.:.--KimiceT;-19I8;-pp-:- 76-68, Fig. 13. ·--Shoemaker, 1925, pp. 26-2 7.
--Barnard, 1959, p. 18; 1960, pp. 243-249, pls. 29-31; 1964, p. lOS;
1966b, p. 89; 1967a, p. 19.
Materi~.!_.

1-57-D, 1-57-3, 1-57-4, 1-57-15, 1-57-ll.

3-57-15, 3-57-16, 3-57-21, 3-57-37.

3-57-14,

1-58-11, 1-58-12, 1-58-22,

I
f,

I

I
I.

I
i
,,

'[

L
I

1-58-36, 1-58-40, 1-58-42, 1-58-43, 1-58-46, 1-58-49, 1-58-51,

I

1-58-57, 1-58-60, 1-58-54, l-58-81A, 1··58-88, 1-·58-98, 1-58-101,

II

1-58-106, 1-58-126, 1-58-128, 1-58-129, 1-58-121, 1-58-3, 1-58-70.
1-58-113, 1-58-118, 1-58-92, 1-58-49, 1-58-37, 1-58-18, 1-58-75.
1-59~10, 1-59-15.

I

2-59-45, 2-59-46, 2-59-50, 2-59-55, 2-59-68.

Distribution.

I

Westen1 Atlantic; Pacific from Puget Sound to

the Gulf of California.
Discussion.

The difficulties encountered in identifying this

species are mentioned under P. obtusidens.
~p~~~~.!:_l?_

When P. obtusidens and P.

are compared, several differences are noted whid1 are not

obvious at first.

These include rostrum, eyes, pereopod five, and

uropods two and three.

Table 1 gives a detailed comparison of these

differences.
Two different series of P. spinosus are folmd.

The smaller

size, 3.5 to 4.5 mm (Figure 8), is less coJrunon and more easily
identifiable.

The rostrum is short and rounded, the eyes small.

The

j

~-
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF CHAEACTERS USED TO DISTINGUISH:
PARAPI-DXUS OBWSIDENS FROM P. SPINOSUS

Paraphoxus

ob!_usid~

Rostrum long

Ros tnun short

Eyes small

Eyes mediun to large

Pereopod three, article four
broader than article five

Pereopod three, article fourfive saine width

Pereopod five, article two

Pereopod five, article two,

broader th::m

long~

ventral

edge with no .setae

longer than broad., ventral
edge with setae

Pereopod five, articles
four-five broad·

Pereopod five, article four-

Pl eon a~ epimeron tlnee,

Pleonal epimeron three

five narrow

posterior ventral corner

posterior_ventral corner

upturned almost toothed

rounded

Uropod two, peduncular
spines long, setose

Uropod

tl<~JO,

peduncular spines

short to medi un long,
not setose

!
i
1:

l

R

,1I

I
I'

Uropod three, inner

YCJJllUS

subequal to outer ramus

Uropocl three inner ramus
tlnee -fourths or less as
long as outer ramus

-------------------------------------··---

~

'

I
i

I

I
!

I
;

~I

()/

Figure 7.

Paraphoxus spinosus, ovigerous

fe~ale;

Heed <tnd ro~;tnJ~i1;"-"\:I(;~(~38I";- ~L-"'"'i]i~()'j)ocl th:cco; C.
})ere:·,.~
pod five} D. PereO).IOd th:.cee i E ~ UrO}JOc1 t·,'iO. !!i:c1.tu:ce }:,:,le;

A.

11 e r~.d. e~1id ro ::~ t :ctlr~ $' c1o :r·s ttJ.. ; c;. ur~ci })O c1 t111.. n e 9
s c t a. e !1(1 t f3llo Y."X). g E.
J?l co r!.:~.:t e;Jt ::1 e ~r~orJ. tl1r·o ~~ ~
1

J:l

tl

Q

f.) }.Ji r1.2 f.i

ctrtd

I

1

-··v

I

/

I

\" )!
''-

A.

~-. )
___

i'I
i

r-----1

I'
I
I

'!

Ii
I

I
I
'

I

A.

Pigu:co c. Part.:mhoxtu:> s:pi.nosus~ irnm.-:Jture specir:1en;
II e<?.d . ·.D.ncl :ro rrtrur:1-;·~~cr6·r:·s~i:C'f ·}L"···--t/:to}-lod thrc e; ~: c. Po reo pod

five; D. Pleonul epimcron three; E.
F. Uropods ona and two"

Pereopod three;.

I
},
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rmni of uropod ·avo are shorter tJ1an the peduncle.

TI1e inner ramus of

uropod three is less than one-half as long as the outer.
111e small form is an early stage of !:_.
for this decision aTe:

~osus.

TI1e reasons

1) these specimens are always small and no

small specimens of the large series are fmmd; 2) the various appendages bore fewer setae, setation becomes more developed with successive
moults; 3) the outer ramus of uropod two bears a single spine in the
small fo11n and several in the larger; spination on this ramus was not
common for P.

~in_osus

in tl1e literature; 4) no mature males or

females are fotmd in the smaller fo11n; and 5) tJ1e taxonomically
important pereopocls tl1ree and five are similar in both.
tion in the Tomales Bay population of

~,.

Thus, matura-

32inosus is shown by increased

spination and setation; lengthening of the rostrtml, the inner ramus of
m·opod three, and buth rami of uropod two; and the increase in the
relative eye size.

The Tomales Bay population is distinct in several

characters: longer rostrum, longer inner ramus of uropod three in both
males and females, longer rami of uropod two, and heavier setation of
article two of pereopod five.

Also dis tinct in the local population

are th,e larger eyes of the males.

!'_·

~~no_su~-

gnathopo~ls

Usually the males and females of

have eyes of about the same size.

Article five of t11e

is of the intermediate or northern type (Ban1ard, 1960b) .

_!:1~rapho~~ epis t~!.l!.~- Sl~oern~Je~1..J~ 3~

Pontharpini<'3-. epistonl_§._ Shoemaker 1938, pp. 326-329, Fig. 1.
Paraphoxus .<::J2istomus.--Barnarc1, 1960b, pp. 205-209, pls. 6-8;
1966b, p. 88; 1967a, p. 18.

~"24~:S; 1ST66a~p-:--z8;

~964a,

I
I
I

l

I
I
I'
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Materia~_.

~1

I

1-58-2, 1-58-3, 1-58-30, 1-58-·48, 1-58-96, 1-58-70,

1-58-95, 1-58-101, 1-58-121, 1-58-138, 1-58-139, 1-58-125.

1-59-8.

2-59-43, 2-59-54, 2-59-56, 2-59-60, 2-59-62, 2-59-63.
Distribution.

Mendocino County, Ca.lifon1ia, to Panama, 0·-182m;

northwestern Atlantic from New Hrunpshire to SoutJ1 Carolina..
~_9Ta.J2~loxus ~ridenta.!us ·Ji§lrna~d~}954_

Pontha.rpinia_ tridentat:us Ba.n1arc11954, pp. 4-6, pls. 4-5.
Para.phoxus_

trid~ta.t~~.--Barnard,

Material.

1960b, p. 261-262.

1-57-11, 3-57-18.

Distribution.

1-58~1,

1-58-36, 1-58-41, 1-58-54.

Oregon to Goleta, Califon1ia, 18.3m, and Santa

Cn1z Island.

~!?n~lib_~-~.L~ph(;D~:1S ~mcirostratus Gi1e~, -~82Q.

Pontharpinia. unc:!:_E~stratus.--Pilla.i, 1957, pp. 39-41, Fig. 5.
Mand.ibulol?.!?:..o:xl!s. 1mcirostratus. --Barnard, 1957, pp. 435-436.
Mandibuloph~xus

gi1esi Ban1a.rd, 1957, pp. 433-·435, Figs. 1-2.

Material.

2-59-37.

f!ist!i!?ution.

Madras Coast; Ceylon; Southern California,

coastal shelf; and Bodega Bay, California.
D:iscu.ssion.

One specimen of this d.istincti ve, blind phoxo-

cephalid is present in a sample from the shallow water of Bodega Bay.
The sample is from sandy bottoms immediately offshore from Pacific
Marine Station in an area subject to heavy surf.

Two spenmens of
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identical to Barnard's figures of :M_•. g_pE_:)_:?i-_ (19 57) .

Gray and McCab1

(in preparation) are sepa:rating !:_! •. gilesi from M. liD~~rostratl~~-' thus
the present specimens will be assigned to M.
V.

g~:.~~si.

I

I

!I

I

FAMILY ISAEIDAE (INCLUDING PI-IOTIDAE)

II
i

G~~].'OP2J.-s

I

thon!psoni lo~ata ~hoemaker, 194?

Eurystheus tenuicon1is.---ShoemakeT, 1931, pp. 5-8, Figs. 3-4.--Alclermal~l936~-- p-:----67.-~-SfiOemaker, 1941, p. 187; 1942, p. 28, Fig. 10.
--1-Iewatt, 1946, pp. 199-204.
Eurystheus thompsoni.--Shoemaker, 1955, p. 59.--Barnarcl, 1959a, p. 36;
1Q6r;--p:-rsz;-1964a~ p. 237; 1966a, p. 19, 1966b, p. 82.
Materia1.

Puget Sound to Magdalena Bay, Baja California,

0-13Sm.
Discu.ssion.
~~ta

These specimens are

of_ Shoemaker (1942).

easily confused.

GC!!illnaropsi~-

:chompsoni var. lo-

The characteristics are distinct and not

ATticle t-wo of gnathopod one has the posteroventral

co·mer produced as a lobe.

I
!
!
~

~

!

!

'

1-57-11.

Distribution.

II

The palm of gnathopod two does not have

t1vo strong teeth but has an almost square posteroventral angle.
coxal plate of pereopod five is large and hides article two.

The

The

posterior edge of pleonai cpime-ron three is produced and the urosome
toothed.

mentioned by Ban1ard (1962a) aTe difficult to distinguish.

P. breviDes

··--~--"-----
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is by far the more common and the mature fonns are easily picked out

by the distinctive article six of gnathopod t\vo.
~revip~.

are also mainly P.

to species are abundant.

The Photis females

Immature :fonns that cannot be identified

Attention should be called to the incorrect

caption in Barnard's Oregon paper (1954c) which had P. brevipes
labeled as P. californica.
Photis brevipes Shoemaker·, _194Z
Pho~-~~ brev~pes

Shoemaker, 1942, pp. 25-27, Fig. 9.

Photis _californica.--Barnarcl, 1954a) pp. 26-27, p1s. 23-24.
Photis brevipes.--Barnard, 1962a, pp. 31-33, Fig. 11; 1964a, pp. 240241; 19.66a, :p·:-zo; 1966b, p. 82; J.967a, p. 18.
Material.

1-57-11, 1-57-12, 1-57-14, 1-57-15, 1-57-22, 1-57-39,

1-57-44, 1-57-45.

3-57-18, 3-57-37.

1-58-3, 1-58-7, 1-58-12, 1-58-24,

1-38-42, 1-58-45, 1-58-74, 1-58-86, 1-58-111, 1-58-130.
1-59-13, 1-59-15, 1-59-17.

1-59-3,

2-59-2, 2-59-3, 2-·59-4, 2-'-59-11, 2-59-14,

2-59-16, 2-59-45, 2-59-46, 2-59-63, 2-59-64, 2-59-69.
Distribution.

Coos Bay, Oregon, to Magdalena Bay, Baja

California, 0-135m.
Photis

califorr~~ca.

Stout L.l~l3

Photis californica..--Ba.rna.rd, 1962a, pp. 33-36, Figs. 12-13; 1964a,

p:-· 241; --1966a;-i):-zo.
Material.

1-57-13,1-57-39, 1-57-45, 3-57-18,2-59-60,

2-59-63, 2-59-69.
Distribution.

Tomales Bay to San Cristobal Bay, Baja California.
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Discussion.

This species was described by Barnard (1966a) ; it

is from White Guld1 and has also been folmd in Monterey Bay. · Charac- .·
teristics useful in separating this species from other outvvardly
similar species of the bay are: the fouT-seg111ented accessory antem1a,
the slender, tapering article seven o:f pereopods one, and bvo, the
anterior tooth on article two of pereopod five, and the w1equal rami
of uropod three.
VI.

FAMILY LILJEBORGIID.AE

Genus Listriella Ba:rnard, 1959
This genus is distinct and easily recognized, but species
discrjJnination is eli f:ficult.
from Tomales Bay,

!-:~.?.-~Eiella

Three species were verified by BarnaTd
mela_nica,

~::

goleta_, and L. cliffusa.

The use o:f pigmentation pa.tten1s a.s an j,mportant taxonomic character
is a primary difficulty in Listriella.

These patten1s are either

poorly developed or have faded in many of the specimens.
and

~·

L. diffusa

_gole_!:a. are diStinguished from!:_. melanica by the relative

proportions of peduncular articles four and five o:f antenna. bvo;
L.

melani~C!:,

has article five smaller instead of equal to the fourt11

ante1ma.l article.

.!!_. diffusa is recognized by the lack of antennal

pigmentation and blw1t palms of article six of gnathopods one and
two; L.

gol~_:ta

has the gnathopod palms quite oblique.

Not all

identifications are equally firm with these three species, therefore,
their bay distribution remains somewhat questionable.
the most common of the three.

L. goleta is
-~·---
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1:_,~-~trie~_la cliff~_§. Barnard,. _1959_

Listrie11a diffusa Barnard 1959b, pp. 18-20, Fig. 3-5; 1964a, p. 228;

I964b, p-:--1o8;-J:966a > p. 22.
Material.

1-58-65, 1-58-111, 1-58-118, 2-59-2, 2-59-3.

Distribution.

Tomales Bay to S::m Cristobal Bay> Baja California,

12-172m.
Listriella goleta Barnard, 1959
Li~trJ-ell~ _golet~ Barnard 1959b, pp. 20-22, Figs. 5-7; 1964a, p. 229;

19665, pp. 64-66.
Material.

1-58-27, 1-58-40, 1-58-51,

Distribution.

1-59~13,

1-59-17, 2-59-14.

Tomales Bay to San Cristobal Bay, Baja Califor-

nia, 12-- 200m.

Listriella melanica Barnard 1959b, pp. 16-18, Figs. 1-2; 1964b, p. 108;
1964a, p. 229; l:966b, p. 66.
Material.

1-58-37, 1-58-105, 1-58-107, 1-58-130, 1-59-17.

Distribution.

Tomales Bay to Bahia de San Cristobal, Baja

California, 12-97m.
VII.

FAMILY COROPHIIDAE

The D.vo species of Cor012!J.iym fmmd in the Tomales Bay samples
can best be separated by the use of the ventral spination of article
three of antenna two in mature females.

g_.

uenoi_ has three tmpairecl

spines on this article while C. il-~!1e·~·usi ctlll~ possesses paired spines.
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The keys of Crawford (1937) are quite lLseful in working with this
. group.

In spite of previous station records (Johnson, 1965), no speci-

with highly polluted waters such as Los Angeles Harbor (Ban1ard, 1959a)
and thus would not be e:zq)ected in Tomales Bay.
Corophiun~ ad1erusiclll]}_gost~

1857_

Corophium acherusicum.--Shoemaker, 194'7, p. 53, Fig. 2-3; 1949, p. 76.
--Barbarcf,-T954n;:-P.-36; 1959, p. 38; 1961, p. 182; 1964b, p. 111,
chart 5; 1967a, p. 16.
Material.

2-59-2, 2-59-11, 2-59-13, 2-59-14, 2-59-16, 2-59-17,

2-59-47.
Distribution.

Cosmopolitan in temperate and tropical waters,

especially in bays and harbors.
~ophium

uenoi Stephens_en, 1932

Corophium uenoi Stephensen, 1932, pp. 494-498, Figs. 3-4.--Barnarcl,

l95~p~ 28-32, pls. 8-9; 1959, p. 39.--Naga, 1960, p. 178.--Balnarcl,

1961, p. 183; 1964b, p. 112, chart 16; 1966a, p. 17; 1967a, p. 16.
Material.

1-57-39, 2-59-2.

Distribution.

Japan; eastern Pacific from Tomales Bay to San

Quintln Bay, rarely in open seas, usually in lagoons or estuaries, 0-2m.

I
Ericthonius brasiliensis.--Ban1ard, 1955a, pp. 37-38; 1959, p. 39;
1961, p-:·-Ts3;1964a;p~-219; 1964b, p. 112; 1966a, p. 17; 1966b, p. 61;
1967a, p. 16.
Material.

1-57-39;

2~59-2.

I
I
'I

I
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Distribution.

Cosmopolitan in tropical, warm temperate, and

some boreal seas, 0 ··130m.
VIII.

FAt\1ILY POD003RIDAE

Podoceru..s cristat1.1s Thomson,__.:!-..?79
Podocerus cristatus.--Barnard, 1962a, pp. 67-69, Figs. 31-32; 1964a,
j)-:-24-6; 1966a; p-;--:-3o; 1966b, p. 90.
Material.

1~57-39,

Distribution.

2-59-64.

Indo-Pacific tropical and wann temperate>

southwest Africa> New Zealand, Hawaii, Australia, easten1 Pacific-Tomales Bay to Turtle Bay, Baja Califon1ia, 0 -171m.
Discussion .

Only three females from bvo samples are present.

.. The characteristics fit P. cristatus well with the exception that the
palm of gnathopod t-wo is slightly more transverse.

Species determina-

tion in Podocerus relies heavily upon male characteristics and since
no 1nales are present, positive identification is difficult.

Since

these specimens are from areas with strong ocean influences, they
probably belong to P. cristatus, as Barnard (1966a) found P.

crist~

in essentially the same association in Monterey Bay.
IX.

FAMILY AORIDAE

Genus Aorides
Aoricles columbiae

lYa:lker~-~898

Walk~~L];898_

Aorides columbiae.--Barnarcl, 1954, pp. 24-26, pl. 22; 1959, p. 33;
196f~--p·. -Ts-o-;-·I964a, pp. 217- 218; 1964b, p. 110; 1966a, p. 17; 1966b,
p. 60; 1967a, p. 15.
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Material.

1-57-11, 1-57-39, 1-58-9, 1-58-42, 1-59-17, 1-59-6,

1-59-63.
Distribution.
----.----

Puget Sm.md to San Quint:ln Bay, Baja California,

0-180m.

J-.1i crod~utopu~ s dun_i. t ti Shoemaker_, 19~~
Microdeutopus schmitti Shoemaker, 1942, pp. 18-21, Fig. 6.--Barnard,
J959a, -pp--:--32-33~ p1-:-9; 1961, p. 180; 1964a, p. 218; 1964b, p. 110;
1966a, p. 17; 1966b,·p. 60; 1967a, p. 15.
·Material.
2~59-6,.2-59-9,

1-57-11, 1-57-39, 1-57-44.

1-59-17.

2-59-2,

2-59-11, 2-59-13, 2-59-14, 2-59-17, 2-59-26, 2-59-45,

2-59-47, 2-59-70.
Distribution .

Tomales Bay to Cape San Lucas, Baja California,

. 0-43m .

.. l '

Discussion.

The very distinctive gnathopods one and tl,yo of both

male and female conform to Shoemaker's (1942) figures; so both male
and female are conrrnon in the samples.

X.

FAMILY GNvl\1AIUDAE

Meg_!~ent~~!a Kr¢yCE:~~42_

Melita dentata.--Sars, 1895, pp. 513-514, pl. 181, Fig. 1.-··Gurjanova,
1951, pp:-749-750, Fig. 518.--Barnard, 1966b, p. 63.
Material.

1-57-11, 1-58-140, 2-59-14, 2-59-63.

_____
Distribution.
__..._. __

'Arctic and Scandinavian wa.ters; North Atlantic

(Nova Scotia, Labrador); northeastern Pad fie, Hueneme Canyon, southern
. California, and Tomales Bay.
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Discussion.

Several specimens close to this species have been

found; however, differences in moTphology do occur which could be of
specific or at least subspecific value.

The number and arrangement

of the teeth (w1articulated projections) on the posterior edges of the
last six segments (metasome plus the urosome) are o£ prime importance
in this genus.

The formula (number of teeth for ead1 segment) for

dentata lvas given by Bmnard (1962b) as 5-5-7--5-5-0.

t!.·

He noted that

this was a minilTILml number, and the nwnber of teeth was variable.
Stebbing (1906) also mentioned this variability; however, all references including Sars' figures (1895) indicated that each segment had a
large dorsomedial tooth with a number of smaller, more laterally placed
teeth.

Two Tomales Bay specimens have teeth fonnulae of 9-9-'/--5--6(2)-0

and 7··9-7-5-6(2}-0, whid1 is in general agreement with

~~lita ~~~~_§l_!§l:·

I

111e tivb in parentheses (2) for segment five indicates a pair of

II

articulated spines which is not mentioned or sho1vn in previous

I

literature.

The important difference is that segment five does not

bear a large dorsomedial tooth and so has an even nw11ber of teeth.
The literature suggests a prominent medial tooth on this segment.
Thus, the paired condition of the teeth on segment five is si£,rnificant.

M.

_subd~!§:.,

the close·s·t species to

M·

den~l~ta

based on .teeth

fonrulae, has a fonnula of 7-7-7-5-2-0, whim indicates specific value
for this paired condition.

Tne other d1aracteristics of the present

material are not near to M. subd1elata but resemble :rvl. clentata.
Article bm of pereopocls three, four, and five has its posterior
expansion produced ventrally to the distal edge of article three.

i

~

I

II

I
II

II
I

I

I
I

This expansion is contrary to Sars' figutes (1895).
this character has specific value.

In ot11er species,

The Tomales Bay specimens have

article six larger than five

jn

pereopods iliTee and fouT; these articles

are equal in pereopod five.

In M. de!!_ta_:t:§:!-_ (Sars, 1895), article five

was larger in pereopods tJ1Tee and four.

The anteroventral lobe of the

head has two teeth or incisions rather than one.

Gnathopod two, a very

important structure in the Gammaridae, shows little difference.
However, a major difference lies in article seven which is tmiformly
broad and blunt, not .tapered and pointed.
similar to M. obtusata in this one respect.

The present material is
Although a good morpholo--

gical case is present for the separation of these specimens from M.

XI.

II

FArv1ILY AMPITHOIDAE

I

Genus Ampithoe Lead1, 1814
Ampithoe lacertosa Bate,;_J-_858
Ampithoe lacertosa.--Bamard, 1954, pp. 31-33, pls. 29-30.--Nagata,
1960, pp.l7S-l/~pl. 16, Figs. 95-96.--Barn.ard, 1965, pp. 9-12,
Fig. 4-5; l967a, p. 15.
Material.

r:

From Kodiak, Alaska, south to Japan and to

Magdalena Bay in Baja California wi ili records in Washington, Oregon,
and California.
Discussion.

Two specimens, one an irrrrnature male with an

incompletely developed gnathopod t\vo, are present.

II
i
~

1-59-17, 2-59-63.

Distribution.

~

I

::lent:?.ta_, more specimr:=ms are required.

However, boj:h speci-

mens fit other characteristics, such as pleonal epin:era tlvo and three.
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XII.

FAMILY ISCHYROCERIDAE

Isq1yrocerus ye1~g_922_ Barnard, 1962, pp. 56-58, Fig. 25; 1966b, p. 64.
Material.

2-59-60.

Distribution.

Of~·

Lag1-ma Beach, Califomia, and Tomales Bay.

XIII.

ADDITIONAL SPECIES

VERIFIED BY J. L.

BAI~\JARD

FROM TOMALES BAY

~llor~hestes_ .?~~~g~~~:.~pana., 1856
Al)..:~·so~~~!!.l~~Js E.?}X~rvico1us (Stimpson, 185 7)

Eoh_~:~~!~Ti~2_ ~l~:?.ll.i~!:oni~1us (Thorsteinson, 1941)

· ~1elidium (?)

sh,oemake~t_

Mills, 1962

i!

!

I

CHAPTER JII

I

I

DISTRIBlTfiON WITHIN TOMAI,ES BAY
I.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

The pooled White G'uld1 samples reflect very closely the faunal
composition for the remainder of the bay.

'The vVhite Guld1 samples

contain most of all the identified species, although the numbers of
some of these are quite low.

Only a few · inclivi duals of the remaining

16 per cent are found during the entiTe survey.

The number of species varies greatly in different Tegions of
the bay.

North of Toms Point there aTe nine species, but between Toms

Point and Pelican Point uventy-one are present.

Between Pelican Point

and Bench Mark 489 (Figure 2) the cow1t drops to eleven.

TilYee species

are fow1d south of this area to Reynolds, and at Double Point only one
species· is collected.

The following levels of the bay seem to repre-

sent impoTtant boundaries to the gammarideans: Toms Point, Pelican
Point, Bend1 Mark 489, and the area of Reynolds.

A discussion of

factoTs related to these aTeas is found in the next section.

In a

broader conmunity study (P.M.S., 1968) of Tomales Bay a similar
situation to the above was found.

In the present study the largest

number of species is fomd between Toms Point and Pelican Point with
fewer species north and south of this.

In contrast to t11e present

work, others (P.M.S., 1968) fotmd that soutJ1 of Pelican Point the
number of species remained constant rather than decreasing.
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.AJnpel_!sc<l:_

cr~_~tc:,._ta

Reynolds (Figure 9) .

rcmges from Toms Point south to about

The area of Walker Creek north1vest to Toms Point

has not been adequately sampled.

6_.

Johnson (P.M.S., 1968) pointed out that

c:Q-_?tat_~ was a member of the Amc:-~~~~-!j~~:Q.?.Ja and not of the Te~-~-ina

Olivellel:_ commtmity.

The present research, however, shows that A.

g_istata_ ranges into the

Telli~~-9_-l:!:.~~;!;_la

commtmity and perhaps may be

a regular member of this commmity.
f.unpelis_ca milleri shows a similar distributional pattem and
extends from the area between Hog Island and Walker Creek southward
to at least Double Point.

However, unlike!::._. cristata, this species

prefers the eastern side of the bay and is rare in White Gulch.

At the

northen1 end of its distribution, A. mi.1_l_eri is confined to this
east,.:m1 area but spreads more uniformly across the bay on tmmrd the
bay head .. , The . headvm:rd extension of this species is further than that
of A.

cris~

(Figure 9).

The northwaTd extension of A. cTistata is slightly greater than
A, milleTi but both species are absent from the part of the bay between

Toms Point and Sand Point (FiguTe 9) .

This may be an artifact of

sparse samples since f::._. cristata was recorded from Time Station V at
Lawsons Flat by Johnson (1966).

!::._. S.:!i~.!:~!..~-- is noted from one sample

off Tomales Point and is well- known from tl1e open sea in other aref:l.s
(Barnm·d, 1966a) .
The distribution of

!::_aT8J2hC2~s

in the bay (Figure lOa) appears

to be largely in the western half of the bay, between Pelican Point and
the first enibayment north of White Gulch.

The absence of the inembeTs

'1.."

C'.OvE
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LEGt-..ND FOR FIGURE 10
A

B

1.

P arapho~~2. 32iEos~~

1.

Phot~~

2.

Earap]~~~

32istomus

2.

Photis califomica

3.

Paraph~~:.us

tridentatus

3.

Protomedeia 12en~~-~-

4.

Paraphoxus _obtusidens

4.

Podocerus cristatus

5.

Earaphoxus cognatus

6.

Mandibulophoxus W1cirostratus

!

i

c
2.

fcr~?J)h~_t:.J~ ~~~:m?i

3.

Melita dentata

bre_yipes_

D

1.

Aorides columbiae

2.

Listriella diffusa

4.

Listriella melanica

II
I

II
!
'I
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of this genus from areas with sediments containing no sand fraction is
striking.

Barnard (1964a, 1966) had noticed a similar distribution in

Newport Bay and Bahia de San Quintin.

The lve11- sampled area south of

Pelican Point contains no specimens of ParaphoXLLS, nor does the westem_
end of White Gulch.

Both are areas of silt and clay.

distributional range for -the genus !:_.

~in_os~

to have different areas of concentration.

south.

l:.·

P.

~pisto1_11us

ranges

.:p}nS?SU.2_ extends east\vard and
~!E)Jel~sca_
spinos'E'~;

in 77 per cent of the samples whid1 contain P.
~1.:.-~_s_t_r:tta

seems

The two species occur

Both species overlap in White Gulch.

occurs with A.

~~~omus

and P.

together in less than 4 per cent of the samples.
from White Gulch to the north, while

Within the bay,

cristata occurs
P.

~istomus_

I

in 37 per cent of the samples.

Three other species of

Phoxo~epb_al!dae

are

present in :Single

---samples ,-all- from areas- nor-th- of- White Gulch ,---Examination -of FigurelOa shows that

~hoxus cogn~~us

is fow1d just north of White Gulch,

whereas !:_. obtusidens and Mandibu_lopho_?ls
from P aci fi c Marine Station.
just west of Hog Island.

~cirostratus

are offshore

P. trident a tus is from White Guld1 and

Thus, all species of

Paraphoxl.~

are found

north of Pelican Point and west of a line from Toms Point to Blal<:es
Landing.
lp addition to the Phoxocephaliclae, eight species do not extend

headwarcl past Pelican Point.

These are:

~pr~~- columb~_ite,

IshyroceTus_

~lag~~> Photis cal~j_:ornica, PodocenlS crist~tl~2-' Li~triella me~.§!2~~'

Gammar_:_?.ps~-~ 5:h(l!llpsoni, ~~Ti~ll~ 9.1JfU?.~' and :0-mpi ~~ lace_?:_to?.a

(Figure lOb, c, cl) •

I

I
__ _!

I

I

I
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Six species penetrate into the bay as far as Bench Mark 489.
Included among these are the three iiiTportant species: Ehoti2_
Pro~~~on~:-:~1eJ-a penatr::_~,

as a boundary for
uenoi.

and Co!ophium E-sJ1e:tlis:!:.~_l:l!!!.·

Listr_!ell~gol~a,

Me_!_ita

!?.!e~1-:es,

TI1is level also serves

dentat~,

and

Corol?hi~.E..

The range of PJ_!.oti2_ b1:evipes_ extends north from the level of

Bend1 Mark 489, up both sides of the bay to just south of Sand Point
(Figure lOb) .

However,

Pr~tomedeia penat~~

does not extend northvmrd

past the White Gulch-Hog Island level of the bay (Figure lOb).
Corophit.m~ ad1erusiCl_~

has a distribution very similar to

~mpelisc~

milleri in this part of the bay, that is, read1ing the greatest
numbers per sample in the eastern bay and spreading westward south of
Pelican Point.
Two species extend southward to Reynolds (Figure 9) ; these are
.1\mpelisc~ £~-~tat~

and ~1icrodeutopus sdnni tti.

is fotmd as far south as Double Point.

Only Amp~is~ !llilleri

The numbers of A. milleri are

low in the northern part of the bay but increase greatly in the
Reynolds area.

The northern extension of M. schmi tti is to the area

of Hog Island.
II .

TOMALES BAY COMV1Ul'HTIES

Tvm major benthic communi ties were recognized and discussed in an
unpublished progress report to the Federal Water Pollution Control
Administration (P.M.S., 1967) in Tomales Bay.

The Tellina-Olivella

community is dominant in the lmver end of the bay where comparatively
clean sands are fotmcl, and extends soutJ1ward to about Pelican Point.
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A second co1mmmity, the

Amaeana-!:zon~_ia,

was found on silty sands and

silt·- clays from south of Toms Point in the easten1 bay, spreading
across the bay nearly to its head.

These conllntmi ties closely follow

the sediment tmi ts as outlined in Figure 1.
Some of the gammarideans may be assigned to these commlmi ties
(see Table II) by examining the distributional maps (Figures 9 and 10)
and sediment data.

Because of difficulties in taxonomy or unclear

data, some species are not assigned to these conmmni ties, notably the
three species of

Li~triella.

These corrrrnunity determinations are made

largely from the 2-59 series of sam,1les since White Gulch has been
cons':i.<kred sepa-rately.

Probably the intensive sampling in this area

is revealing microhEJbitats sud1 as the silts in the west end of VJhite
Gtllch.

Thus, the status of White Gulch in the general bay picture is

not 'completely clear;
Ampeli:?ca cristata is seen to pass into both communities, hut
A. !~:!:_leri belongs clearly to the ~naeana--~~sie1: commtmi ty;

TI1e other

two species of Ampelisc.a. are from White Guldl only but are found in
sandy areas so are assigned to tl1e

Tellin~-Oli v~l~§:.

con1Illlmi ty.

All. six species of Phoxocephalidae are assignable to the
Tellina-Oliv~.ll:.'::l:.

conm1unity and are consistent in their occurrence.

!~_h<?_~i:.:?. ~r~vipes_,

although assigned to the Tel~~na:Oliyella

commun:i ty, seems to overlap into the silt- clay association to some
degree.

Similarly,

Microd~utopus_ schmi_tt~-

shm,ls this same tendency

but is more in1}10rtant in the Amaeana-- !:yon_:;_~ conuntmi ty.

,I

l

I
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TABLE II
TENTATIVE RELATIONSHIP. OF TilE GAMMAlUDE.A
TO THE MAJOR COMrvfllNITIES OF TOMALES BAY
(196 7) AS SUGGESTED BY TI-ffi PRESENT STliDY .

Species
~elisca

Tellina -Oli vella

Amaena~ ~OE:? i

Conm1mity

Conunmity

cristata
Photis brevipes

X

Par~l~?xu~. ~pJsiQ~~~

X

---·-------·-X

?

rAicrodeutonus. -· schmitti
..-

X

AE!l-2~.1!~EQ. mi ~·~-~~r:.t

X

--·-·~···---~"--~

--~-----~

Par~pt:~~.?- ~12.~~:?s~~
Protomedeia penates
-~-~--·o:-~·-···

..

ft

a

X
?

"';"--:--.----

X

Cor5Phium ad1erusinnn
Photis californica

---- -------

X

~araph2~~- !~2dent~_:tus

X

Aorides columbiae

X

------~

Corophium ~~
Ericthonius brasiliensis

X

Melita dentata

X

PodoceTus cristatus

X

~~!1~~ -~-~.certos a

X

Parap~10Xu::?._ obtus~_dens

X

Mcu~:l.b_~llopho~us ~!~cirostratus

X

Ischyrocer~- ~agops

X

~~.p1~?-~s co~n~!~~

X

X
X

-------------------------·------------------------
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Jolmson (P.M.S,, 1968) recognized, in addition to the tl,yo
previously mentioned conununities, a third, smaller association intermediate between the two larger· comi1luni ties.

TI1is third area was in

the zone of contact betvveen the TelJ.ina-Olivella and the Amaeana!i::~~msiy:

communities; its fm.ma was distinct and considered by Jolmson

(P .M.S., 1968) to be composed of edge species.
discussing the ecotone or edge

effect~

Odum (1959), in

stated that this phenomenon may

show itself through unique species or through a greater density of
incli vi duals and species from the overlapping comnlLmi tics.

Six samples

examined in this study are notable because of the large numbers of
A.

gj~~!-~!."!:.

and/or the number of gammaridean species.

All the several

htmdred sc:unples exan·,ined. contain less than thirty-six individuals of
A.

~E.j::?_t:§l:.~~-

except four; these contain 70 to 124 specimens,

Most

samp·les have three or fev.;er species, but five contain seven species.
These sllinples are: 2-59-45, 2-59-2, 2-59-11, 2-59-13, and 2-59-14
(Figure 2).

Four species are folmd. in 2-59-46.

These samples were

discussed as proof of a sorting bias earlier; however, all are located
at or near to a sand/silt-clay edge.

The large numbers of

A·

cris~at~

and the greater diversity of species in these samples could possibly
be attributed to the edge effect.

All the six samples except one,

2-59-2, are near the zones of community contact.

This sample is from

a silt-clay area but near a pocket of sand not shmvn on the seclimen t
map (Figure 1).
To further explore the possibility of an edge effect in the
local gammariclean fmma, the distribution of the species is now

I
I

iI
I

I
It
I

i
~
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acher~icu~

are from samples near edges.

Mictodeu!_<?PU~. sc11Jlli tt~-

more corrnnon near edges but has a wider distribution.

is

Although it is

not certain that these are ecotonal species, thexe seems to be a close
relationship bet1veen their occurrence and edges.

The presence of an

edge effect may at least offer an alternate to a sampling bias to
e:>..'})la:i.n the unusual composition of these samples.

I
I

I
I

i

I

CHAPTER IV
I.

FACTDRS RELATED TO DISTRIBUTION

Climatically, Tomales Bay is divided into two major regions
(P.M. S., 1968).

The lower bay, which is in contact with the ocean and

1mder its influence, has temperature ranges and salinities similar to
that of the nearby sea.

TI1e upper bay has greater temperature varia-

tions (Table III) and a greater range in salinity.
bottle and dye studies by

Preliminary dTift

Smith (P.M. S., 1968) shmved that the

circulation. pattern of the bay does not allow free mixing of water

wi thjn these two regions.

Thus, the bay contains at least t-wo

temporarily distinct water masses.

II

I

The lower bay temperatuTe readings

(5°C-2l.l°C) weTe characterized by tJ1e station at Nicks Cove, while
the upper bay readings (il. 6°C- 27. 7°C) were obtained from the area of
Double Point at Tomales Bay Oyster Company (P.M.S., 1968).
· Jolmson (1961) recognized three bay regions and d1aracteTized
these by their related physical factors (Table III).

Thus, between

the upper and lower bays of Smith, Johnson interposed a mid-bay whid1
is j11termecliate in d1aracter.
Most gammarideans fotmd during this survey occmTed in the
lower bay and the lower portion of tJ1e micl-·bay.

The gamnariclean fatma

then is composed largely of species associated with near oceanic
conditions.

Only four of the twenty-six species discussed in this

paper were considered by Bcn11arcl (1959a, 1967a) to be bay organisms;
these ·were: ______
Ericthonius. .,_. -·------·-.
brasiliensis,
spinosus, ---=--Corophium
----- Paraphoxus --------·---~--

I

I
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uen<?l~,

and g_<:!~h~~-~~~ _ac~~n1s~~~·

Testri.cted (Barnard, 1959a).

Only tJ1e latter species was bay

The remaining three were characteristic

(Barnard) 1960).
m~ganism

ll/hile it is realized that the occurrence of an

in a particular place is due to a complex of biological and

physical factors (Hedgpeth, 1957), some ganm1arideans Tespond to conditions that are best indicated by tJ1e associated sediments.
response- is particularly seen in Paraphoxus and Ampelisca.

This
The use of

sediments to d1aracterize tJ1e distribution of meJ11bers of these genera

by cTolmson (personal communication), so in vlew of the importance
attached to this factor by otJ1er workers, sediment would be a good
TI1e sediment type of

the bay samples (exclusive of White Gulm) has been analyzed for the
Figure 11 summarizes this analysis and

shows some sediment differences among these five species.

As the

various sediment units have not been uniformly smapled, it was
decided to plot the number of individuals per sample against the
sediment type.
Although nonnally fine sand and very fine sand associate,
Ampe~!:?.c~ _q~~!~

I

I

I

I1
I
r

In this surv-ey tJ1e sediment type of ead1 sample was determined

five most common species.

I

~

had been stressed by Enequist (1950) and Mills (1967).

indicator o:f species distribution to consider.

I
I

of bays and sha1lmv ~ open seas with lmv energy d1aracteristic.s

ranges into the silt-clays of the upper mid--bay.

However, its abundance in the silt-·clay samples is reduced compared
to the muddy sands of parts of the lower bay, ?::._. milleri is more
conm1on from smnples in the mid- and upper-bays and is consequently

I
'
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associated with finer sediments.
sample for !.::..·

mill~!_:!:.

The maximum number of specimens per

is near Double Point.

the bay further than A.

crista!_~

This species extends up

which penetrates only to Reynolds.

Although occupying a zone of overlap,

!.::._. ~])e2.".L

find optimal conditions in different sediments.

and A. cr..:~?t~ may
:Mills (1967) found in

his study of a sympatric paiT of JIJ11pelisca species that there was a
differential sediment preference

bei.-:~veen

them.

An interesting parallel ben·,reen the present study and Mill's
work with A. vadorum and A. abidita is noticed.
~:.~!:."_~

are distinctly smaller than those of

.cited by Mills (1967) indicated that in

!.::._.

The specimens of A_.
cristata.

~eri~>C§!.

m&J.es and females of comparable size could mate.

and

Evidence

G~1aru,;;_

only

Therefore, he

considered it likely that the maintenance of the two species, !.::._.
vadorum and·!::._. pbidita, was due to differences in size as well as
. genetic differences.

The smaller

!:..·

abidi ta was found (Ivlills, 196 7)

to inhabit areas of lowered oxygen; Mills considered the smaller size
and subsequent larger surface area to be an adaptation to lower oxygen
values.

Others (P.M. S., 1968) fotmd that the upper part of Tomales Bay

had loweT oxygen values than the lower part of the bay during the late
surmner and early fall months.

TI1us, oxygen might possibly be a factor

in the distributions of A. cristata and A. milleri.

J'.1ills also found

that temperatures below 10 degrees centigrade delayed or hal ted the
reproductive cycles of the species he studied.

I

I

l
I
1
~

I

I

I
~
!

The temperatures of the

upper bay during the eight-year period (P.M.S., 1968) were consistently
colder th<:m the lower bay <luring the winter months.

1

I
I
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If Mill's results can be applied to the present situation, it
appears that the distributions of

f::..

ttist~!a

and A. :!]_J.illeri" may be

controlled by sediment preference and by cli.fferences in oxygen and
temperature tolerances.
also exert an effect.

In addition to these factors, salinity may
As mentioned in the introduction, the salinity

of the lower bay is much more variable, therefore, by its presence in
this area,

f::..

milleri is more adapted to variable salinity values.

II
~

,f.

Other workers (Ban1ard, 1960b; Enequist, 1950) recognized the
importance of sediments to these burrowing forms, but Enequist
cautioned that the sediment relationships must be interpreted in the
light-of the organism's food requirments.

'I1le species of Paraphoxus

occurring 1vi thin Tomales Bay are fmmd to be closely restricted to the
clean sands of the loweT bay.

This clistTibution is clear-cut (Figure

i
w

!

1,

lOa) and does; not- show an over1ap into the more silty sediments as is
seen with some of the other genera.
epistomus and
pTeference.

~· ~Jnosus,

The two principal species, P.

show a slight difference in sediment s1ze

Paraphoxus" spinosus shmvs a range in sediment preference

from coarse to very fine sand, however, P.
in its preference (Figure 11) .

~pis_!:~mus

is more restricted

Species of the Phoxocephalidae

(Enequist, 1950) gather and sift food with the mouth parts so particle
size discrimination may be in1portant.

As P.

~J2istoEU-lS

is located in

finer sediments, this species may select a smaller food particle than
P.

3?inos~2._·

Comparison of mouth parts in these two species shows

that the corresponding parts in
than those of P.

~pino~us.

~· ep_isto~~

are more heavily setose

·Thus, it would appear that these two

l
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species are separated by a slightly different preference in sediment
size whid1 may be interp:reted in light of feecling habits.
The close association of 6_ •.~!.:._~t~ta_ with
is difficult to understEmd.

Parapl~_?~us 3?J.nos~s

Similar close associations of

Ampel~:;_s:~

and Parapho~~ species ivere seen in San Quint.:ln Bay (Baman1, 1964a)
and in Buzzard's Bay (Mills, 1967).

Mill's research provided a possible

The tubes of ~:!!Ipelisca usually project slightly

explai1ation for this.

above the surface of the bottom.

The height depends upon the feeding

type, i.e., filtration from the water mass or scraping up deposited
material (Mills, 1967).

Patches of the tubes provide a more complex

bot tom topography for the growth of algae; Mills recorded a great
variation in tJ1e amount of d1lorophyll between -6mpelisca. patd1es and
the tubeless areas.

Accompanying this algae development was a change

ill median gra..in size with a subsequent change in species composition.
Perhaps the

~elisca

beds provide areas for the settling of a particle

size whid1 P. 32_inosus finds favorable but which is too coarse for
P. epis tom_1!2_.
Conceming the sediment preferences of Ampelisca_, Mills (1967)
considered the carina or keel development on urosomal segment one to
be an adaptation for activity in coarse sediments.
in 6_.

cris·~~ta

111is development

is quite pronotmced, whereas in A. milleri it is barely

raised.
Further importance of A.

.9:is~

in the comnJLmi ty structure

may be seen in a group of five genera which build tubes upon irregular
surfaces, shells, algae, etc., or feed upon algae; these are Phot.is,

I

I

I

.I~
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A. cristata_ is often an associate ·with these genera in the present
samples.

Thus, by enhancing the growth of algae and by the presence

i'

of the projecting tubes, habitats for this group of animals could be
provided.

Photj:.~ brevip~)

Particularly important in this group is

the second most frequent species.

Sevent·y-four per cent of the !:_.

brevipes occurrences are in samples containing A.

cris~ta,

and, as

show11 in Figures 9 and 10, it has a sediment preference similar to
A. cristata.
tube builder on "weeds 11 and hydroids.
_9-d1~-~~~~cu~,

all 1d.th A.

crist.§:_~a,

The seven occurrences of C.

indicate that C.

also be included in the above group.

ach~~~cum

should

l
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CHAPTER V
ZOOGEOGRAPHIC RELATIONSHIPS
A zoogeographic analysis . of the Tomales Bay gammaridean species
(Table 9) reveals that the strongest faunal element, 45 per cent of
the species, belongs to tl1e eastern Pacific endemic group.

Members of

this group have no records other than from the eastern Pacific, and
include species ranging frorrl Puget Sound to Baja Calif01nia.

Seven per

cent of the species are cosmopolites, while the western Atlantic and
southern-Indo-·Pacific are represented at 7 per cent ead1.

The easten1

Pacifj.c-Caribbean gToup fonns 15 per cent of the population and
no1~then1 element is 19 per cent.

Thus, the regional endemic group is

dominant .

!

I
I
!
!

!

The many papers of Barnard on the Pacific gammarideans invite

i

F

comparison of the Tomales Bay fauna with those of other eastern

I

Pacific localities.

'i

his papers.

Tables IV and V have been assembled largely from

The occurrence of the species from Tomales Bay in other

West Coast bays in shmvn in Table IV.

These bays--Monterey, Morro,

r:

i

i

I
i
'~

Newport, and San Quint:ln- -arc compared because tl1cy have been studied
the most, at least from a gamnaridean standpoint.

Oceanic occurrences

from Southern California and Baja California, along with general
zoogeographic affinities, are stmunarized in Table . V.
Tomales Bay and Morro Bay have a total of 25 cmcl 26 species
respectively, a.ccording to present research (Ba1nard, 196 7a), while
Ne1vport had 34 (Barnard, 1959a), and San Quintin 41 (Barnard, 1964a).

t
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TABLE IV
THE OCCUHREi'JCE OF TQ\1ALES BAY
SPECIES IN

SO~ffi

Gi\li1MAlUDEAi'J

EASTERN PACIFIC BAYS

(From Barnard, 1959a, 19M-a, 1966a, 1967a)

---- -------------Tomales
Bay
t0.:92~li~_s:a

Monterey
Bay

Morro
Bay

Newport San Quintin
Bay
Bay
·----'---------X
0

X

X

X

X

0

0

Pa_:-_~h~ epis ~~~us_

X

X

0

0

Nrrcrodeutopus sdunitti

X

X

X

X

Ampelisca milleri

X

0

0

0

0

X

X

X

Photis

_s:ris t.§:_ta

bre~lp~

--------·--

--~

Par<:ph~~us_

spinosus

Pr<?_!omecleiC: penates
Corophium ____
adw:rusic..tJJn
-----·-------...____________

X

0

0

0

0

X

X

X

Phot:ls californica

X

0

0

0

~-:~s tri ~ U ~~- _&~-~~~-~
PaTaphoxus tridentatus

X

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Ao:rides columbiae

X

X

X

X

Corophium uenoi

X

X

X

X

Listriella melanica

0

0

0

X

G~aropsis

X

0

X

0

Listriella diffusa

X

0

0

X

Ericthonius brasiliensis

X

0

X

X

Melita dentata

0

0

0

0

Ampe]j.:.::c:;c~-

lobata
Podocerus cristatus

X

0

0

0

- - - - --------

X

0

0

0

Ampithoe lacertosa

0

X

0

0

X
X

0

0

X

0

0

X

0
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

..........,

----------

thompsoni

-------- ------

------

----·--~

!:a~_~_!_10xus obt~idens

Ampelisca compressa

-----

~far~_!bu.:.~?.Ehoxus_ ~:=~:ostratus

!s c:1_:yrocerus pela~ops_
Paraphoxus cog11atus
---- -----------------------

--------------
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TABLE

V

REGIONAL AFFINITIES OF THE TOMt\.LES BAY GAM!viARIDEAN
SPECIES Ai'JD THEIR DISTRIBlJfiON IN OCEANIC AREAS
OFF SOUTI-lERN CALIFORNIA AND BAJA CA.LIFOHNIA

(From Barnard, .1964b, and present research)
--·-----------~--------------------------------

Tomales
Bay

Regional
Affinities
·--------···-- Caribbean

Souti1ern
California

Baja
California

X

X

E2..sten1 Pacific

X

X

Paraphoxus_ epE_-t:?mus
Microdeutopus_ schmi tti_

N.W. Atlantic

X

X

Easten1 Pacific

X

X

~npe~~_:;ca~ milleri

Eastern Pacific

X

X

Parapi1oxus_ spinosus

N.W. Atlantic

X

0

Pro_!._c2!_~tede~a pena!es_

Eastern Pacific

0

0

Corc~)~i1~m ~c.her::.~?~:~~

Cosmopolitan

X

0

Photis californica

Easten1 Pacific

X

X

!~~~-tr~~-~Jc-~ Jt;~1e!.~~
?.a:~~ph~~~~- t~-~e.~::~:.~:!us_
Aorides c:olumhiae

Eastern Pacific

X

X

Norti1ern Pacific

X

0

Northern

X

X

~or_~phium

uenoi_
Listriella cliffusa

Northen1 Pacific

X

0

Eastern Pacific

X

X

~~~r?psis_ ~hompsoni

Eastern Pacific

X

X

Listrie11a melanica

Easten1 Pacific

X

X

Ericthonius brasiliensis

Cosmopolitan

X

X

Melita dentata

Northern

X

0

An~~lisca.:.

lobata
Podocexus cristatus

Caribbec-m

X

X

Indo-Pacific

0

X

An1pitho~

Northern Pacific

0

X

Eastern Pacific

X

X

~pel:isc~ compress~

N. W. Atlantic

X

X

M~j.ibuloph~~ ~'::irostratus

Indo-Pacific

X

X

~yroce_~1s p_elagop~

Easten1 Pacific

X

X

Pa~aphoxus_ _s:ognc:~tus

Eastern Pacific

X

0

Ampelisc:a cristata

------·-- ----Photi~

brevipes

lacertosa

Paraphoxus

obtusiden~

------------------------------·-----·-·-------~-.-----------·--------·--·------·-·· ........ --------~---------------~-
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All four bays have restricted interchange with the sea due to narrow
Monterey Bay, a body of water wi1J1 more direct access to the

mouths.

sea and greater depths, had eighty-one species (Barnard, 1966a).
Seventeen species are shared between Tomales and Monterey Bays,
nine with Morro Bay, eight with
Bay.

Ne"~dpOJ:t

Bay, and ten with Sa11 Quintln

The similarities of the Tomales Bay-Monterey Bay_ ganmaricleans

are probably due not only to the geographical closeness of the two
bays but also to the strong ocean influences upon the environments of
both.
Twenty-four of the Tomales Bay species are noted on the California shelf (Table V) , but this number drops to nineteen off Baja
California.

B.:rrnarcl (1966a) found a similar situation in a comparison

of Monterey Bay lvi th these two oceanic areas.

It was Barnanl' s opinion

that· Sot.lthern. California is at the northern end of the wann temperate
province.

Thus, the drop in numbers southward is due to the loss of

submergence of the northern element seen off Southern California.
Six species occur in Tomales Bay whid1 occurred in none of the
bays considered by Barnard.
lacert_~sa,

and Parap}10xus

Three of these--Melita dentata, Ampith_oe

tride~tatus--are

strong cold-water organisms

and so may be at the southern end of their shallow water occurrence,
although_ they do occur in deeper water fm:ther soutJ1 (Barnard, 1966).
Mand~.!:?.~.:..lophoxus

uncirostratus is of soutJ1ern, tropical affinities

and is quite w1expectecl, as is

Paraphoxu~-

E_C?_gnatus.

This latter species

was previously recorded only as pelagic by Barnard (1960b) .
c<=:IUS

p~lag_?ps

Isc.!_~-~-<:!.-

belongs to the eastern Pacific endemic group of

I
!

:1

Ii

II

I
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Barnard (1964b) and was recorded from off Baja and Sout_hern California
but from no other bay.
The influence of the regional endemic group is fourtd to be
strongest in Tomales Bay and drops to 36 peT cent in Morro Bay and

I
11

29 per cent in San Quintin Bay.

This drop in nurribeTs and the s tTong

Tomales Bay showing could be taken to indicate that this regional
group harbors both warm and cold temperate faunas as Ban1ard (1964b)
thought, but with moTe species showing a northern OTientation.
Progressing southward, the northern composition of the three faunas
decreases in the order of 19 peT cent, 16 per cent, and 2 per cent for
Tomales, MoTTO, and San Quintin bays, respectively.

The soutJ1em

faunal elements increase southward as follows e:md in the same order ac;
above: 7 per cent, 12 peT cent, and 44 per cent.

The change in the

:fauri:al ·orientation of San Quintin Bay as compared to the moTe northern
bays is striking and indicates the passage into a different zoogeographic region.

Both Tomales and San Quintin bays are similar in their

physical chaTacteristics, so the faunal affinities would seem to be
due more to latitude than to other physical factoTs.

San Quint1n Bay

shows a 5 per cent endemic element, but no such element is seen in
ei tl1er Morro Bay or Tomales Bay.

I
I'
I
F.

~.

CHAPTER VI
Slif'.f-1ARY AND CONCLUSIONS

'I\venty-six species of gammaridean amphipods are present in
Tomales Bay and were sampled in this study.

These are predominantly

species found normally under marine coneli ti ons with few bay forms .
This study has documented range extensions for twelve species, mostly
from 11Drro Bay and Monterey Bay to Tomales Bay; the extensions of
Ischy.r::_?ceEt.:~

Qelagops and

Manc~ibylophoxus unciro~tratus

from Southern

and Baja Califomia are more noteworthy.
l~'lorphological

seve:raJ. species.

variation from published descriptions is seen in

While in most cases, for example

~lis~~ .£!:ista~E:.'

thi$ v<+,ri.ation is witJ1in the limits for the species, at least two form..s
are seen to differ specifically or subspecifically.
assigned to Ampelisca milleri and Melit<:!:_
variation :i.n

Pm·apho~~ ~J2inos_us_

be undertaken.

The importance of

cannot be evaluated w1til a more

extensive study of the species is made.
determine ranges of

~a!E-.·

These forms are

P?.;Tap~oxus ~pistomu~.

A detailed regional study to
and

~· fat~.gans

should also

Detailed morphological studies may not alone solve the

intergradation problems of this genus; and information from life cycle
studies, numerical techniques, and genetics needs to be gathered.
Most of the i.:wenty-six species are confined to the lower end of
the bay, and thus are oriented to the complex of factors associated
with full marine conditions.

Only one species,

Ampe~_:;~a

milleri,

63
penetrates the bay as far as Double Point, but more extensive sampling
may reveal additional species.
Arnpe~isca cti~tata

is by far the most frequently encountered

species; it occurs in over 50 per cent of the samples.

While samples

at White Gulch represent geneTally the species composition, faunal
differences betlveen it m1d the bay at large do occur.
are both in kinds and frequencies of species.

These differences

Yearly variation in the

II
.I

faw1a is seen; it is less noticeable in the most abw1dm1t species.

i•

Some of this yearly variation may be a simple sampling artifact.

I

1

I
rr

Patterns of distribution within the bay may vary between
species.

Some of these patten1s appear to fall within the boundaries

of certain of the bottom sediment w1i ts and thus suggest relationships
to the major bay comn1Lmities.

J.".lor some species this comnw1ity relation-

ship is' not clear, '"here as in other species community designations may
be made.

The distribution of

Paraphf2_~~lS

is particularly striking

because of t.he association in the Tellina-9li vella Comnuni ty.
t~mpelisca

cristata and !::._. milleri show different areas of

preference wi t11in iJ1e bay; this can be seen by factors of sediment
size? \vider rm1ges in oxygen, tempeTature, and possibly salinity
values .

!::_.

!nill~j.:..

is the more tolercmt · of the two m1d may be

reproductively isolated from A.

s:ristat~

by size· as well as by

genetic compatibility.
P~~~12~oxus S?.istorm~~

and ~· :;pinosus_ appear to have a slight

difference in sediment preference; the latteT species is more closely
associated with A. cristata.

Differences in surf action may be the

"
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tmcirostratus.
Severa] species, particularly
spi~~~ls,

are generally found with

A·

Ph~_!is bre~ipes
£ris1~ata,

and

P~!.§.J?J~oxus

thus forming a sub··

association within tho Tomales Bay connnLmi ties.
Zoogeographically, tho Tomales Bay fatma is transitional
between northern and southe:m fatmas.

Species of the eastern Pacific

endemic element are tho strongest single faunal representative.
Tomales Bay has more species in common with Monterey Bay, the

1

!

I

l
i
i

Ii
I
I'

offshore areas of Southern California, and Baja California than with

1

other West Coast b<:1;ys.

t------

The Tomales Bay species of the eastern

Pacific group are more northerly in their distribution and are found
in shaJJ.ow waters, whereas they occur at greater depths further south.
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